
distance between the contours extracted from the two
scans (1). The method has been used to construct hybrid
PET-MR images of the brain to display functional abnor
malities and in neurosurgical planning (2,3).

Two objects can also be registered by aligning their
centroids and principalaxes (PAX). A set of three orthog
onal principal axes is inherent to each three-dimensional
solid body. For simple objects (parallelopiped, ellipsoid),
the principalaxes coincide with the axes of symmetiy. The
PAX method was applied in radiation treatment planning
based on combined CFIMR images (4) in a study of orien
tationof the scaphoid bone in the wrist (5) and in analyzing
PET images of schizophrenics (6).

Although SF@Fand PAX have been singled out as the
most promising methods for automated image registration
(7), they have not been previously compared in a system
atic fashion using the same input data. The complexity of
the algorithms and a large number of factors that affect
their performance make it difficult to predict the magnitude
of errors mathematically. Previous error analyses were
based on repeated scans of physical phantoms (1,4). Such
an approach is limited by the difficulty in controlling the
orientation of the phantom. The error in measuring the
angulation of the phantom with respect to scanner coordi
nate frame is of the orderof several degrees, i.e., the same
as the registrationerror. Furthermore,repositioningphan
toms is tedious and prevents studying a large number of
variables.

The goal of our study is to compare the accuracy of the
two methods and to evaluate the effect of the scan acqui
sition parameterson registrationerrors. The present inves
tigation is based on â€œdigitalphantomsâ€•. We start with a
complete object, reslice it at two different orientations
(simulatingtwo scans that differ in coverage, slice thick
ness or numberof slices), apply PAX and SFIT methods to
register the two scans and finally compare the computed
results with the known parameters of the transformation.
Precise control over simulated images enables us to inves
tigate the registration error empirically.

METhODS

Registration Algorithms
ThePAXtechniquerequiresthe computationof the centroid

and the three principal axes for each ofthe two scans (Fig. 1). The

We eValUatedthe effectofthe imageacquisitionparameterson
the accuracy of the prinapal axes and surface-fittingtechniques
for three-dimensional image registration. Using two types of
phantomobjects,MRbrainimageanda mathematicallydefined
ellipsoId,we simulated pars of scans with known acquisition
parameters,indudinglongihidinalcoverage,magnitudeof mis
registration,numberof sectionsand sectionthIckness.Both
methods are sensfth,eto the systematicdeformationofcontours.
The pnncipalaxes method is also sensitive to Incompletescan
coverage and to the x-axisand y-axismisangulation.Bothmath
ods are insensitive to the number of sections, section thickness
and the number of polnts per section. Surface fitting performed
well without user supervision. There is no need for routine inclu
sion of the scaling factors as search parameters. The resufts
confirmthe feasibilityof three-dimensionalmuftimodalityregis
trationof brainscanswithaccuracy1-2 mm,withsurfacefitting
being the method of choice.

J NuciMed1993;34:2019-2024

he registrationofmultiple tomographicscans is becom
ing increasingly important for interpretation of nuclear
medicine images. Registration techniques are applied to
combine structuraland functional modalities and monitor
changes in lesion size and shape.

In repeated tomographic studies the angle of the imaging
plane and the location of the image may be different. Dii
ferent imaging modalities may employ different section
thickness, field of view and resolution. To register two
such studies, it is necessaiy to find a coordinate transfor
mation that will map one image set onto another.

Algorithms for image registration include matching ana
tomical or externally placed landmarks, matching surfaces
by minimizing distance, and matching spatial moments
(centroids and principal axes) of corresponding objects.
The lattertwo techniques may be used retrospectively and
they do not require an expert observer to identify corre
sponding landmarks.

The surface-fittingmethod (5FF!')minimizes the average
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FiGURE1. inthe PAXmethod,thecan
troid and the three pnndpal axes of the ob
ject are computed from each scan. The rag
istrationis given bythe translation that maps
centroid C onto C' followedby the rotations
thataligntheprincipalaxes.

principal axes are the eigenvectors of the symmetric 3 x 3 matrix
of secondmoments.The registrationconsistsof translatingthe
centroid of the first scan onto the second, rotating it about the
centroidto alignthe principalaxes andscaling(4,8). Two versions
of the PAX algorithmwere implemented:the first treatedthe
object as its surface contours, the other as the filled interior (9).

TheSF1Tmethodinvolvesfindingtheintersectionofa directed
ray (Fig. 2) with a surface(10). The root meansquare(RMS)
distance D between the surfaces is expressed as a function of
threetranslations,dx, dy, dz; threeanglesof rotationaboutthe
coordinate axes, ax, ay, az and possibly three scaling factors, sx,
sy, sz. A search for the minimumvalue ofthe residual D yields the
desired parameters of the matching transformation. Iterations
start with the value of all parameters set to zero; they terminate
whenthedecreasein theresidualD becomessmallerthan0.001
mm, which occurred in 100â€”500iterations for our test objects.

Thereareseveralways to dealwiththe scalingfactorswhen
fittingsurfaces.In the firstvariant, scalingfactorscan be takenas
theratioof thenominalpixelsizesof thetwoscans.Inthesecond
variant, the scaling factors can be computed from surface data in
the sameway as the translationandrotationparameters.In the
presence of errors, however, computed factors may lead to non
isotropicstretchingof theimage.Toavoidimagedeformationone
can use a third variant in which the scaling factors are treated as

parameters in the search, but are then replaced by the nominal
scaling factors. Since the last two variants involve searching the
nine-dimensional rather than six-dimensional parameter space,
we expectedthemto be moresensitiveto errorsin inputdata.In
orderto test thishypothesis,thethreevariantswerecompared.

SFIT softwaredevelopedby Pelizzariet al. provide the user
with a graphical display of the surfaces and it lets the human
operator to override the matching parameters (1). In order to
study objectively two automated algorithms, our tests did not
allowuser interaction.In allother respectsour implementationof
PAX and SFIT techniques follows the published description of the
algorithms.All programswere coded in C-languageand executed
on SunMicrosystemsSun4 workstation(MountainView, CN).

Test Objects
Two types of test objects were employed: a MR scan of the

brain and a mathematically defined ellipsoid.
Brain images of a 33-yr-old male volunteer were acquired on

the 1.0 T SiemensMagnetomMRsystem(Siemens,Iselin,NJ)
usinga Ti-weightedthree-dimensionalgradientecho sequence
characterizedby the repetitiontime10msec, echo time4 msec,
15Â°flipangle,23-cmfieldofview and160axialsections,each1.15
mm thick. Since the scan covered the entire brain including the
cerebellum, it allowed us to reformat the images and to simulate
other acquisitiongeometriessuch as partialcoverage,oblique
orientationand section thicknessas describedbelow.

Independently, a computer program was written to generate
arbitraiy sectionsof an ellipsoid,a three-dimensionalsurfacede
finedby the equation:

Eq.1

Thespatialcoordinatex is definedas the left-rightaxis,y as the
anteroposterior axis, and z as the rostrocaudal axis. With the
proper choice of the three semi-axes r@,r@and r@,the ellipsoid can
be made to resemble the brain, heart, kidney and other body
organs. Our tests used the values 2r,@= 144 mm, 2r@,= 172 mm,
2r,, = 120 mm and 230 mm field of view.

DataAn@
In computingthe translationalandrotationalparameters,er

rorsareintroducedby the discretenatureof the imagesandthe
surface points. To evaluate these errors we generated pairs of
misregisteredscans. The first scan, called the target scan, con
sisted of the phantom object in its initial position. (Brain images
weretranslatedtoplacethecentroidatthegeometriccenterofthe
three-dimensionalimage matrix.) The second scan, called the
sourcescan, is derivedfromthe targetscan by rotationaboutthe
centroid, translation and reslicing at a desired section level and

Q
x2y2z2

FiGURE2. IntheSF11method,thedistancePP'fromeachpolnt
P ofthesourcescantothetargetscan is computed.PointP' isthe
intersectionOfthetargetscanandtherayCP.PointC isthecentrold
of the target scan. Point 0, for which the intersection cannot be
found,isomittedfromthedistancecomputation.
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locatedstructures, the effectof the rotationalerror is likelyto be
small. For the sake of concisenesswe definethe mean error E,
measuredin millimeters,to representthe averagemisregistration.
To computeE, we firstconverteachof the threeangularerrors
ax, ay and az to a mean linear displacement of the points within
theobjectdueto therotation.Theexpectedvalueof theradiusof
rotation about the z axis, for example, was computed using the
expression:

3@'@ir r@r@
r@8(@2@. Eq.2

andthe lineardisplacementdueto therotationby angleaz is

@ = 2 r@ sin (i), Eq 3

with similar equations for the rotation about other two axes. The
square of E is computed by adding the squares of these displace
mentsandof thethreetranslationalerrors.

RESULTS

Since our main interest is the registration of PET and
MR brain images, in the first experiment we have chosen
the acquisition parametersthat simulate PET/MR coregis
tration. The source scan, approximating a routine MR
brain scan, had an image resolution of 256 x 256, and a
field of view of 23 cm with 18 contiguous 6.7-mm thick
sections. The parameters of the target scan were typical of
PET: 15 contiguoussections spaced eveiy 7 mm. The
longitudinal (z-axis) coverage of the brain was 100%for
MR and 87%for PET. Brain contours were perturbedby
computer-simulated Gaussian noise of mean 0 mm and
standard deviation 0.8 mm. The misalignment of the two
scans is given by rotations ax = 12Â°,ay = 3Â°and az = 6Â°
and translationsdx = 2 mm, dy = 4 mm and dz = 3 mm.
These values represent the average misregistration be
tween PET and MR scans at our institution.

The two versions of the PAX method were compared
first. The PAX method based on boundaiy sampling pro
cessed 6,104 pixels and yielded translationalerror of 1.8
mm, a rotational error of 4.8 mm and a mean error equal to

FiGURE4. Surfacepointsoftheeilipsold
(left)and of the brain (right)show irregularl
tiesduetothefiniteresolutionoftheimage.
For clarity, only the top eight contours are
shown.

â€˜I

__
I

FIGURE3. Overviewofthemethodforgeneratingpairsofmis
reg@eredscans.

thickness (Fig. 3). The coverage ofthe object is therefore different
in the source and the target scans. The following parametersare
analyzed: longitudinal (z-axis) coverage, magnitude of misregis
tration, number of sections, section thickness, sampling resolu
tionof surfacepoints,randomandsystematicdeformationsof the
surface points and the degree of symmetiy of the object.

Each image of the source and the target scans was sampled
radiallyat fixedincrementsof thepolarangleandthe surfaceof
thebrainwas detectedby theedge-findingmethod.Forthepar
pose of calculating parameters of the matching transformation,
the imagesare now replacedby the surfacepoints(Fig.4). As
seen in the figure,the surfacecoordinatesof the ellipsoidare
roundedoff to fallon thefiniteresolutionpixelgrid.To simulate
randomnoise, the x-coordinatesand y-coordinateswere per
turbed by adding along the radial direction a normally distributed
randomvariable.

Since the true amount of misregistration is known, the regis
tration error can be decomposed into its translational and rota
tional components. (Note that such information is not available
fromthestudyof physicalphantoms.)Translationalerroraffects
the entireobjectuniformly,while the errorin rotationaffects
pixels in directproportionto theirdistancefromthe centerof
rotation (in our case, the centroid). In studies involving centrally
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obtained for scans misaligned by the y-axis rotation. For
both methods, misalignment by translation and by z-axis
(within image) rotation had no significant effect on accuracy.

In the next experiment we varied the number of sections
with the coverage and misalignment kept as in the first
experiment. Withinthe range6â€”48sections per scan, mean
error was 0.3-1.7 mm for SFIT and 0.5-1.9 mm for PAX.
Similar lack of effect was observed when we varied the
section thickness (range 2â€”12mm), the number of samples
per contour (range 60â€”720)and the eccentricity of the
object (range 1.1â€”1.3).

There are several practical situations when the assump
tion of rigidity is violated. For example, when registering
CrandMRimagesofthehead,differentcontoursmaybe
extracted due to the sensitivity of MR to the skin and CT to
the bone. We have used effipsoidalphantoms to model the
deformation of a scan. When modelingglobal deformation,
we changed the lengthof each semiaxis of the effipsoid;for
local deformation, only one octant (12.5% of the surface)
was changed. The results (Fig. 7) suggest that the effect of
local deformations is larger than the effect of global defor
mations. SFFF is nearly as sensitive as PAX to local de
formations; it is significantly more sensitive to global de
formations that exceed 3 mm. Results of modeling global
deformationwere remarkable,as they showed significantly
better accuracy for the third variant of SFIT, i.e., the
variant where the scaling factors are treated as search
parameters, then replaced by the nominal values. In the
0â€”8mm range, the error was 52% lower than error ob
tamed using the first variant. There was no corresponding
improvement for local deformationof contours.

The effect of random perturbationof contour points is
minimalfor the SFIT method; noise >1.5 mm (s.d.) begins
to affect the accuracy of PAX (Fig. 8). One run of PAX
registrationtook 3.6 see, while the run time of SFIT was
3â€”11min, depending on the number of iterations.
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FIGURE 6. The effect of misalignmenton accuracy.The two
scansaremisahgnedbyrotationaxaboutthex-ads.Thecoverage
of thetargetscan is 87.5%.See textfordescriptionof otherscan
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FIGURE 5. The effectof iongftudEialbrai@coverage(%)on the
accuracy of PAXand SF1Tregistration methods.

4.7 mm. The implementation based on the filled interior
processed 225,112 pixels and yielded significantly better
accuracy (translational error of 0.7 mm, rotational error of
1_i mm and a mean errorequal to 1.3 mm. Since a similar
pattern was observed in other experiments, only the results
based on filled interior sampling are reported below.

Applied to the same objects, the three variants of SFIT
yielded essentially the same error, E = 0.3 mm. The two
variants based on computing the scaling factors, however,
required nearly three times as many iterations as the first
variant. With one exception (see the results of global defor
mationbelow), the same behaviorwas found in other simu
lations. Unless noted otherwise, SFIT results are reported
only for the first variant using nominal scaling factors.

Figure 5 shows the effect of vaiying the longitudinal
brain coverage of the target scan while keeping the other
scan parameters as described above. This experiment sim
ulated scans acquiredwith PET cameras having a limited
number of detector rings. The performance of PAX (most
notably its rotational error, not shown in the figure) dete
riorated for coverage <80%, while the SFIT method re
mained unaffected by the incomplete data. The errors in
registering the brain and the effipsoidal phantom were
nearly equal. It should be noted that Figure 5 corresponds
to the target scan that is centered on the object along the
z-axis, i.e., approximately the same number of sections are
missing from the top as from the bottom. A separate cx
periment, in which only the top sections or only the bottom
sections are removed, confirmed a large error in PAX and
no effect on SFIT.

Figure 6 illustrates the effect of misalignment between
the source and target scan by a rotation about the x-axis.
This experiment simulates the variability of the orientation
of the scan plane. The angle ax of misalignment ranged
from 0Â°to 90Â°.The misalignmentof 90Â°simulated the reg
istrationof axial versus coronal sections. The longitudinal
coverage was 100% for the source scan (18 sections) and
87%for the targetscan (15 sections). The accuracy of SFIT
method remains relatively stable, whereas the error of PAX
method increases with misangulation. Similar results were
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DISCUSSION

We have identifiedparametersaffectingthe accuracy of
two automatic three-dimensional registration techniques.
Both methods were sensitive to the systematic deformation
of contours. Moreover, the PAX method was found to be
sensitive to incomplete scan coverage and to the x-axis and
y-axis misangulation. The accuracy of both methods were
relatively unaffected by varying the number of sections,
section thickness and the numberof contour points.

The effipsoid,with symmetry along each axis, may seem
to be an unrealistic test object. It should be noted, how
ever, that the presence of symmetry makes the task of
registration more difficult. Our experiments indicate in
creased error for registering â€œroundâ€•objects with eccen
tricity approaching 1.0. As seen in Figures 5 and 6, the
accuracy of registering brain scans is closely matched by
the accuracy of registeringellipsoidal objects using similar
scan parameters.

Gamboa-Aldeco et al. registered multiple CF scans of
the vertebrae with a radius of 25 mm (4). Using the PAX
method and surface sampling, the registration error was
0.8Â°for a 20Â°misalignmentaboutthey-axisand1.6Â°for a
20Â°misalignmentabout the x-axis. While our results indi
cate larger errors, the discrepancy could be due to the
difference in shape between the effipsoidal object and the
vertebrae, which have distinctive cross-sections along
each plane. The trend of large rotationalerrors for incom
pletely scanned objects reported by Gamboa-Aldeco et al.
(4) agrees with our results.

Alpert et al. describe improvement in the performance of
the PAX method when the principalaxes are derived from
the volumes rather than the surfaces (9). They also dem
onstrate relatively insignificanttranslationerrors and less
than 2Â°z-axis rotation error for a section thickness as large
as 20 mm. Our results confirmthese findings, but indicate
a significant sensitivity of PAX to the x-axis and y-axis
misangulation, especially in the presence of random noise.

Pelizzari et al. used anthropomorphic head phantoms
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FIGURE 8. The effectof randomdeformationon accuracy.The
coordinates of each contour point were perturbed by adding a nor
mallydistributedrandom error along the rarilaldirection.See text for
descilplionofotherscanparameters.

and fiducialmarkersto establish the accuracy of SFIT (1).
The RMS errorof registeringPET images with CT was 1.4
mm; for PET/MR registration the error was 2.5 mm. Their
study suggests that the slice thickness and pixel size are the
key parametersaffecting accuracy.

Our results confirm the feasibility of registration of mul
timodality scans with accuracy better than 2 mm using
SFIT. However, we did not observe improvement in reg
istration accuracy due to decreased slice thickness. The
discrepancy could be due to the differences in implemen
tation or to the difficulties in measuring registration error
using fiducialmarkers.

In applications to nuclear medicine data, image registra
tion is followed by three-dimensionalreformattingof one
modality along the transformed coordinates. Algorithms of
various complexity have been proposed for the interpolat
ing step (11,12). While the detailed discussion of these
methods is beyond the scope of this report, it should be
noted that the reslicing process introduces errors of its
own. The factors affecting the interpolation error include
section thickness, image resolution and the high frequency
content of the image.

When registering functional and structural brain images
using either SFIT or PAX, it is importantto choose appro
priatesurfaces to be matched. Pelizzari et al. and Levin et
al. have chosen external skull contours, easily extracted
from CT and PET transmission scans (1-3). On the other
hand, PET-to-PET coregistration by Levy et al. and
SPECT-to-SPECT coregistration by Turkington et al. are
based on the cortical brain surfaces (6,13). The use of bony
surface makes coregistration insensitive to abnormalities in
cortical tracer distribution, but it may introduce errors due
to misalignment between transmission and emission im
ages. In addition, transmissionimages are usually unavail
able in SPECT and could be of poor quality in PET. Our
analysis of local and global deformations (Fig. 7) can be
helpful in selecting surfaces to be matched. For example, if
the cortical boundarycan be extracted from the functional
scan with 4 mm accuracy and if there are no local deficits
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FIGURE7. Theeffectof contourdeformationon accuracy.The
targetscanisdisplacedbydistanceDWMekeepingthesourcescan
fixed. In modelingglobal deformation, each semiaxis ofthe ellipsoid
is changed.Forlocaldeformation,onlyone octant(12.5%of the
surface) Is changed.
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in tracer distribution, the expected registration error is 2. LevinDN,PelizzariCA,ChenCrY, ChenC-T,CooperMD.Retrospective
geometriccorrelationof ME, Cr, and PET images.Radiology1988;169:
817â€”823.

3. LevinDN, I-luX, TanKK, etaLThebrain:integratedthree-limensional
displayof ME and PET images.Radiology1989;172:783â€”789.

4. Gamboa-AldecoA, FellinghamLL, ChenGTY.Correlationof3D surfaces
frommultiplemodalitiesin medicalimaging.F@vcSPIE 1986;626:467-473.

5. BelsoleRI, HilbelinkD, LiewellynJA, DaleM, StenzlerS,RayhackJM.
Sca@ orientationandlocationfromcomputed,thee-dimemionalcarpal
models. Oiihop din NO@IJ1Am1986;17:505â€”510.

6. Levy AV, BrodieJD, RusselAG, VolkowND, LaskaE, Wolf AP. The
metaboliccentroid method for PElTbrain imageanalysis.I Cei@bBlood
FlowMetab1989;9:388â€”397.

7. VannierMW,GayouDE.Automatedregistrationofmultimodalityimages.
Radiology 1988;169860-861.

8. MOshfeghiM, RusinekH. Three-dimensionalre@strationofmultimodality
imagesusingthe principalaxes technique.PhWipsJRes 199247:81-97.

9. A@ NM, BradshawIF, KennedyD, CorrelaJA. Theprincipalaxes
transformation:a methodfor imageregistration.JNucIMed 19@A@;31:1717-
1722

10.SiddonRL Prismrepresentation:a3-Dray-tracingalgorithmforradiother
spy applications.1'h@cMed Bid 198530817â€”824.

11. Parker JA, Kenyon RV, Troxel DE. Comparison of interpolating methods
forimageresampling.IEEETransMedImag 1988;2:31-39.

12. Goshtasby A, Turner DA, Ackerman LV. Matching of tomographic slices
for interpolation.IEEE Trai&cMed Insag 199741507-516.

13. Turkington TO, Jaszczak Ri, Greer KL, Coleman RE, Pelizzari CA. Cor
relation of SPECF imagesof a three-dimensiOnalbrain phantom using a
surfacefittingtechnique.IEEE TransNuci Sd 199239:1460-1463.

approximately 2 mm.
Our simulations suggest that SFIT is the method of

choice for registering brain images. We have established
that this method does not requireuser supervision and that
there is no need to routinely include the scaling factors as
search parameters.The majorweakness ofboth methods is
their sensitivity to local deformations in surface contours.
In practical applications, however, the user of SFIT
method can detect problematic cases by inspecting the
residual distance D between surfaces.
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